Introduction:
A whitepaper should be easy to understand and be clear
and concise about it’s information. Reading this
whitepaper will help you better evaluate your holdings as
part of the Morie INU community

What is Morie INU?
Morie INU was created to build a support community for
the CryptoMorie NFT project in a decentralized way.
The way we will support CryptoMories is through our
native token $MORIE by several factors:
The most important factor will be the ability to sweep the
floor consistently through our marketing wallet.
This will keep the price of Cryptomories up giving
current holders confidence in their NFT investment.
We will allocate an airdrop to all CryptoMories holders
$MORIE tokens when they join our community.
Grow our CryptoMories assets to 5%+ in holdings
allowing the $MORIE community to control
a large stake of the NFT project.
CryptoMories sales using our native token $MORIE
Constant giveaway of CryptoMories NFTs! Finally,
the big one will be our platform that will release
during Phase II that will allow current Cryptomorie
holders to swap a Cryptomorie for ones they
like more on our marketplace.

How are we a MaaS ?
Different from any other meme token we are building an ecosystem on top of an ecosystem. This is almost considered a support
ecosystem for the parent one.
A MaaS is a (meme as a service) token
which will service the current Cryptomories #LaFamorie and
push its floor price above anything we have seen until now.
The term MaaS was coined by Dr. NAUT who is the CEO of Astronaut Launchpad and part of
the Morie INU support team.

Why should I buy Morie INU?
Buying $MORIE will boost the Cryptomories ecosystem,
we aim to take a 5% share of all Cryptomories by Phase
III. We sweep marketing wallet, not only raising the floor
whenever we get the chance but also giving $MORIE a
use case.
Hold $MORIE and receive redistribution meanwhile the
deflationary tokenomics are activated. We will create a
black hole burn to a 0x0000dead address upon launch.
This will speed up deflation to push more tokens into the
black hold.
You will be able to buy Cryptomories with the native
$MORIE token on our marketplace!
Furthermore, during Phase III you’ll be able to swap any
Cryptomorie for any Cryptomorie from our vault! Pick the
one you love drop the one you don’t ! #LaFamorie

Morie INU Roadmap:
Roadmap Phase I
Token Creation
UI Version 1.0
Marketing Campaign
KOL Onboarding
Launch Morie INU
CMC / CG Listing
Cryptomorie Holder Airdrop

Roadmap Phase II
Sweep Cryptomorie Floor (MaaS Activated)
20 Cryptomorie Assets
Host 5 Cryptomorie Giveaways
Marketing Campaign II
Buy Cryptomorie with Morie INU (Internal Marketplace)
Morie INU governance portal

Roadmap Phase III
UI Version 2.0
Morie INU NFT Swap (Drop a Cryptomorie, Swap a
new one)
CryptoMorie Collaboration
CEX Listing
Sweep Cryptomorie Floor (MaaS Activated)
50 Cryptomorie AssetsvHost 30 Cryptomorie Giveaways

Morie INU Tokenomics:
Max Supply
10,000,000,000
15% Private Sale
10% Liquidity
50% Burn on Launch
5% Airdrop
5% Team (Locked)
15% CEX Reserve (Locked)

6% Marketing Wallet (CryptoMorie Sweep)
3% Liquidity (Allowing us long term growth and sustainability)
1% Burn (Black Hole Deflationary)
1% Redistribution (Hold and Gain)
11% Slippage

Disclaimer: Morie INU is not affiliated with Cryptomories. The devs, team
and KOL’s are not part of the Cryptomorie ecosystem. Morie INU is a MaaS

wwww
www.morieinu.com

